
Reassuringly on hand 
for dignified safety and independence
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A watch that monitors 
health and wellbeing

...and calls for help 
in an emergency

Simple to use: a classic timepiece, ready to 
wear straight out the box

Safety reassured: helping people remain 
independent at home

Peace of mind: for the wearer, loved ones 
and healthcare professionals

Personalised to the wearer and their 
support network: adapting to changing 
activity and routines

GPS tracking: activated in an emergency and 
securely shared with those that care

Dementia friendly: with features that support 
cognitive impairments

No call centre required: up to 8 familiar 
support contacts receive and respond to the 
wearer's alerts

Satisfied customers...The benefits

Affordable reassurance...

“I love it. People just don’t believe 
it’s a personal alarm watch. I’m 
not embarrassed to wear it and in 
fact I get a lot of compliments”

Companion Watch wearers 
and their support network 
all rate us ‘excellent’

Excellent experience
“Highly recommend this watch to anyone who has a person 
they need to monitor for falls or who may get lost outside” 
Mark W

Peace of mind
“I bought a companion for my aunt who has dementia. I was 
looking for something that my aunt would happily wear and 
could detect where she was for her safety and this watch 
filled both those criteria, so I’d highly recommend”   Dianna

Very useful health metrics data
“Mum wears her companion watch day and night. She shares 
her GP heart rate data from before, during and after a health 
condition episode, with her GP who can then see the impact 
of medication changes”   Amy F

Find out more...
call: 0800 622 6090 or visit:

From £195 Free shipping, and a 30-day money 
back guarantee if you don’t want it.
£25 per month First month is free, you can 
cancel whenever you want without notice.



Simple to use: No complicated connectivity: 
works straight out the box

Help always on hand: day and night, inside 
and outside the home

Waterproof: wear the watch in the  
bath or shower

Long battery life: 120 hours from a 1-hour 
charge on the simple charging dock

Soft leather strap: fits any wrist

Loud and clear voice calls: through the watch, 
with haptic feedback prompts

Clever alert delivery: telephone calls and a 
Companion App for alert recipients

Automatic 
Fall Detection
A Companion Watch 
ensures alerts are 
raised quickly and the 
wearer’s GPS location 
shared with those 
who can help.

Wandering

Safe Zone alerts 
provide a great aid to 
daily living for people 
with cognitive 
impairments and their 
support network.

Activity 
and Health
Helping the wearer 
keep active. Securely 
share activity and 
health metric 
changes with the 
support network.

The accessible SOS 
button on the watch 
provides a lifeline 
voice telephone call 
between the wearer 
and the people who 
care for them.

SOS 
Button

How a companion can help... Features...

Find out more...
call: 0800 622 6090 or visit:
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